MOORDOWN HALIFAX
MEMORIAL
The following pages contain copies of photographs, and details of the wreckage
of Halifax bomber JP 137, which crashed in Moordown, Bournemouth,
on 21st March 1944
These are believed to be from photographs taken, at the time, by the
local Civil Defence Unit, and subsequently retained in the collection of the late
Ald. Harry Mears, who was in charge of the local Civil Defence Unit at that time.
The captions below each photo are the words taken from the reverse of each
photo, as received.

These copies were received by the Moordown 2010 Committee, during the
preparations for the installation and dedication of the
Moordown Halifax Memorial, erected in July 2011,
in memory of those who lost their lives in the crash.
The postcard size copies of the original photos were supplied to the committee,
by Mr.John Cresswell, curator of the Bournemouth Natural Science Society.
The committee is very grateful for this extremely valuable addition to
the information that has been gathered, about the tragic events of that night.

A: Remains of port wing and damage to smoke blackened flats

B: Showing further damage to corner of block of flats,
main wreck of plane and cottages on right

C: Another view of wreck with flats in background

D:Close up of wreck

E: Firemen and RAF men removing bodies of crew

F: General view of wreck with gutted cottages in background. RAF men and Firemen

G: Showing wreck and burnt-out cottages

H: Well between cottage on extreme right (then says ’photo I’ - should read ‘photo F’) and one behind it.
Note engine oil on windows and walls and piece of twisted metal on roof just above gutter

I: Showing damaged house roof (marked) in distance where plane first hit, and furrows in
foreground made by fuselage and starboard engine

Text above is from the rear of the original photo. As illustrated by the details following,
it is now believed that the aircraft did not strike the house itself.
Eyewitnesses describe damage to the tram depot roof (the highest nearby building, by far!)
It is therefore assumed that debris from that collision - either from the aircraft,
or from the tram depot, struck the gable end, and knocked it flat .
That would explain how the adjacent chimney survived,
which would probably not have been the case, if the aircraft itself had struck the house.
One remaning mystery, is just how the telegraph pole in the centre of the picture survived ?
One man is clearly at the top of the pole, with a colleague stood on the pathway, apparently
replacing the telephone cable.
And yet the telegraph pole itself appears to be directly in line with the subsequent debris field?

The sketch above suggests a possible path of the final few yards of the flight of JP137.
It is known that the aircraft stuck the tram depot, and that the gable end of 13 Malvern Rd
was destroyed. But not the chimney on the same roof.That suggests that debris struck
the gable end.
It is also known that the telegraph pole (position estimated - it’s no longer there!)
Survived. That would suggest the path shown as a possible final route.

C. Roger Shore August 2011

